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Yesterday the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences announced the nominees for the 65th
annual primetime television awards. To be fair, the Emmy Award nominations have a bit more razzledazzle than the report before us. The Federal Communications Commission’s 15th annual video
competition report may have a lot going for it—but star power it lacks.
Still, I think there is something instructive in the list of this year’s Emmy Award nominees. It
says something about the state of video, platforms for creativity, and content choices for viewers. The
nominees spanned from programming on traditional commercial broadcast networks to public television
to cable channels to new platforms like Netflix. What used to be a field limited to linear programming
has now expanded. What was once an award featuring content only viewable in primetime now includes
programming viewable at any time.
Our report today tells a parallel tale. Traditional video models are still strong, but new ways of
watching are gaining a toehold.
As our data demonstrates, linear television still leads the pack, with the average American
watching 34 hours and seven minutes of programming every week. But the times are a changing. We
now typically watch two hours and 40 minutes of time-shifted television every week. On top of that, we
view 40 minutes of Internet video each week. This last category is only bound to grow, now that more
than a third of all households have a television connected to the Internet—often through a gaming
console.
What do we make of these trends? The ways we create, distribute, and consume content are
changing. We are no longer limited to what is on, we look for video content when we want it, where we
want it—on any screen handy. It is an exciting time, with enhanced possibilities for consumers—and
creators.
So thank you to the Media Bureau for this compendium of data on the state of video markets.
Were there an award for best regulatory report, I would nominate you for it now. What you have
produced is smart, useful, and compelling—and that, I think, is something we should honor.

